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1 User Satisfaction Prediction with Mouse
2 Movement Information in Heterogeneous
3 Search Environment
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5 Abstract—Satisfaction predictionQ1 is one of the prime concerns in search performance evaluation. It is a non-trivial task for three major
6 reasons: (1) The definition of satisfaction is subjective and different users may have different opinions in the process of satisfaction
7 judgment. (2) Most existing studies on satisfaction prediction mainly rely on users’ click-through or query reformulation behaviors but
8 there are many sessions without such interactions. (3) Most existing works primarily rely on the hypothesis that all results on search
9 result pages (SERPs) are homogeneous, but a variety of heterogeneous search results have been aggregated into SERPs to improve

10 the diversity and quality of search results recently. To shed light on these research questions, we construct an experimental search
11 engine that could collect users’ satisfaction feedback as well as mouse click-through/movement data. Inspired by recent studies in
12 predicting search result relevance based on mouse movement patterns (namely, motifs), we propose to estimate search satisfaction
13 with motifs extracted from mouse movement data on SERPs. Besides the existing frequency-based motif selection method, two novel
14 selection strategies (distance-based and distribution-based) are also adopted to extract high-quality motifs for satisfaction prediction.
15 Experimental results show that the proposed strategies outperform existing methods and have promising generalization capability for
16 unseen users and queries in both a homogeneous and heterogeneous search environment.

17 Index Terms—Search satisfaction, user behavior, mouse movement, federated search, prediction

Ç

18 1 INTRODUCTION

19 SEARCH satisfaction prediction is essential in Web search
20 performance evaluation researches. Although there have
21 been plenty of existing studies [2], [3], [4], [5] on this research
22 topic over the past years, it is still a challenging task for three
23 major reasons: (1) The definition of satisfaction is rather sub-
24 jective and different users may have different opinions in sat-
25 isfaction. Therefore, satisfaction feedback from different
26 users for the same result ranking list may be very different
27 (see Section 5.4). (2) There usually lacks enough explicit feed-
28 back information to infer users’ opinions in satisfaction for
29 practical search engines. Different from relevance prediction
30 researches in which result clicks can be regarded as strong
31 signals of user preference, the feedback information of satis-
32 faction is related with a number of different interaction
33 behaviors. Many existing approaches on satisfaction predic-
34 tion rely on users’ click-through or query reformulation
35 behaviors [3], [6]. However, for many search sessions neither
36 mouse clicks nor query reformulations are available [7], [8]
37 and these solutions are therefore not applicable. (3) Most pre-
38 vious works on search satisfaction rely on the hypothesis that
39 all results on search engine result pages (SERPs) share a

40similar presentation style (one hyperlink with a short snip-
41pet). However, as more and more heterogeneous vertical
42results (videos, images, knowledge graphs and so on) are
43aggregated into modern SERPs to improve the diversity and
44quality of search results, the differences between users’ satis-
45faction perception process in the homogeneous and heteroge-
46neous search environment remain uninvestigated. We
47therefore try to explore the following three research questions
48in this work:

49! RQ1: Do users have different perceptions of satisfac-
50tion and how can we design experiments to study
51the effect of user variability? (subjectivity in satisfac-
52tion judgment)
53! RQ2: Besides click-through behaviors, what other
54interaction information can be used to suggest user
55satisfaction? (lack of explicit feedback information)
56! RQ3: How user satisfaction are affected by vertical
57results and how can we predict user satisfaction in
58heterogeneous search environment? (effect of hetero-
59geneous search results)
60For the first problem, the definition of satisfaction itself is
61subjective and different users may have different opinions in
62satisfaction judgement process. We use the definition pro-
63posed by Kelly et al. [2] throughout the paper to ensure the
64consistency of satisfaction judgment criteria. The definition
65in [2] states that “satisfaction can be understood as the fulfill-
66ment of a specified desire of goal”. In our work, we define
67satisfaction as “the fulfillment of the search goal” because we
68require users to finish search tasks. For satisfaction judgment
69collection, some researchers design systems to collect users’
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70 explicit feedback as the ground truth for satisfaction [3], [4].
71 However, the quality of data cannot always be ensured
72 because collecting feedback information explicitly usually
73 affects users’ search processes. Other researchers choose not
74 to interrupt users’ search process. Instead, they employ
75 external assessors to review the original searchers’ behavior
76 logs andmake judgments according to their own experiences
77 [9]. According to recent studies on query intent labelling and
78 relevance annotations [7], [10], external assessments may be
79 very different from users’ self-annotations. In our work, we
80 manipulate the SERPs in our experiments to investigate how
81 users’ perception of satisfaction differs across different
82 search result pages. We try to quantitatively measure the
83 effect of user variability in satisfaction prediction.
84 For the second problem, although click-through and
85 query reformulation behaviors are not always available for
86 all search sessions, there are other interactions that can be
87 collected in most cases. Among these interaction behaviors,
88 mouse movement has recently been paid much attention to.
89 It can be adopted as a proxy of eye fixation behavior [11],
90 [12] and can be easily collected at large scale as well. Exist-
91 ing studies indicate that mouse movement behaviors can
92 provide insights into result examination [12] and result rele-
93 vance estimation [13], [14], [15], [16]. Guo et al. [4] are
94 among the first to predict search satisfaction (namely search
95 success in their work) with fine-grained mouse interactions
96 (e.g., hovers, scrolls, etc.) in addition to clicks. However,
97 mouse movement data contains much richer interaction
98 information between users and search engine result pages
99 than these behavior signals. Recent studies [17] already

100 show that automatically discovered mouse movement

101subsequences (namely motifs) can be utilized to infer result
102relevance. Therefore, we try to extract the rich information
103stored in mouse movement logs and investigate whether
104satisfaction prediction can benefit from such information.
105For the third problem, the appearances of the vertical
106results can be quite different from the non-vertical results
107[18], [19] and may provide information in a completely dif-
108ferent way. Previous works showed that a user’s examina-
109tion and clicking behavior can be quite different [20], [21] in
110a heterogeneous search environment. Because vertical
111results may provide richer information than the traditional
112non-vertical results, the sense of fulfilling information needs
113during the search process may also be different. Therefore,
114we try to study how vertical results affect user satisfaction
115and investigate whether there exists any difference between
116satisfaction prediction in the homogeneous and heteroge-
117neous search environment.
118To shed light on these research questions, we construct an
119experimental search engine system which can collect users’
120click-through and mouse movement information simulta-
121neously. The explicit feedback of users on search satisfaction
122are collected as well. Fig. 1 shows two examples of users’
123mouse movement process on SERPs with the constructed
124experimental search engine (see Section 3), where Fig. 1a
125shows an example of SAT (self-reported satisfactory) case
126and Fig. 1b shows a DSAT (self-reported dissatisfactory)
127case. Mousemovement trail is shown in circles and the num-
128bers in them correspond to the sequence ofmousemovement
129positions. The red circles in both figures are movement pat-
130terns (namely motifs, which means frequently appearing
131subsequences in mouse movement data) extracted and

Fig. 1. Examples of users’ mouse movement trails on SERPs.
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132 selected by the algorithms described in Section 4. In Fig. 1a,
133 the user appears to examine the first result (which is a key
134 resource to the corresponding query) carefully and just take
135 a quick look at other results before ending the search session.
136 This sequence means that he/she succeeds in finding neces-
137 sary information with relatively little effort. In contrast, most
138 results on the SERP in Fig. 1b seem not to meet the user’s
139 information need. We can see from the mouse trail that the
140 user examines almost all results on the SERP carefully during
141 the session, which means he/shemay take much effort with-
142 out obtaining much useful information. Therefore, mouse
143 movement information can help us infer that the user in
144 search session shown in Fig. 1a is likely to be satisfied while
145 the one in Fig. 1b is not.
146 The examples in Fig. 1 indicate thatmousemovement data
147 records rich information in the sequence of examining, read-
148 ing relevant/irrelevant results and so on. Our work focuses
149 on extracting these movement patterns from the sequence of
150 cursors on SERPs to help predict search satisfaction. To avoid
151 too much subjectivity in satisfaction judgment, we introduce
152 manipulated SERPs to control annotation qualities.
153 The major difference between our work and existing
154 studies in search satisfaction prediction lies in that we adopt
155 rich interaction patterns (or motifs) in mouse movement
156 data and we try to predict satisfaction in both a homoge-
157 neous and heterogeneous search environment. Although
158 previous studies such as [4] already introduce mouse
159 behavior features in addition to result clicks, motifs are not
160 among their investigated features. According to the cases in
161 Fig. 1, motifs may contain important feedback information
162 and should not be ignored. Our work also differs from the
163 motif extraction method proposed by Lagun et al. [17] in
164 that they focused on the problem of relevance estimation
165 instead of search satisfaction prediction. We further propose
166 two specific strategies (distance-based and distribution-
167 based) in the motif extraction process to efficiently select
168 effective patterns. Compared with the frequency-based
169 strategy proposed in [17], they are more suitable for the task
170 of satisfaction prediction by achieving better prediction per-
171 formance with fewer motifs.
172 Our contributions in this paper include:

173 ! To the our best knowledge, this is the first attempt to
174 predict search satisfaction with mouse movement
175 patterns (or motifs) in both a homogeneous and het-
176 erogeneous search environment.
177 ! We propose to use distance-based and distribution-
178 based strategies in the selection of motifs, which out-
179 performs existing frequency-based strategy and other
180 traditional feature selection methods (e.g., lasso
181 regression) in choosing the most effective motifs to
182 separate SAT sessions fromDSAT ones.
183 ! With an experimental search system, we adopt
184 manipulated SERPs to study how search satisfaction
185 judgment criteria differs across different users. We
186 investigate the effect of user variability on satisfac-
187 tion prediction quantitatively.
188 The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related
189 studies are discussed in Section 2. The experimental system
190 and corresponding data collection process are presented
191 in Section 3. Motif extraction method and corresponding

192selection strategies are proposed in Section 4. Experimental
193results in satisfaction prediction are introduced and dis-
194cussed in Section 5. Finally come the conclusions and future
195work directions.

1962 RELATED WORK

197Three lines of researches are related to thiswork. The first line
198of work focuses on user satisfaction understanding and pre-
199diction. Some researchers tried to collect users’ explicit feed-
200back to be the ground truth of satisfaction while others
201invited external assessors to make satisfaction judgments
202according to the original users’ search logs. However, users’
203satisfaction judgments tend to be subjective and the consis-
204tency of data cannot always be ensuredwhile external assess-
205ments may be quite different from users’ annotations. In our
206work,we try to investigate the effect of user variability on sat-
207isfaction prediction with manipulated SERPs. The second
208line focuses on search performance evaluation with interac-
209tion information. Both coarse-grained and fine-grained fea-
210tures were adopted in searh performance prediction in the
211recent years. We extend this line by testing the effectiveness
212of mouse movement patterns extracted directly from SERPs.
213The third line focuses on federated search. We are inspired
214by these researches and try to investigate whether vertical
215results will make any difference and try to predict user satis-
216faction in a heterogeneous search environment.

2172.1 Search Satisfaction Study
218The concept of satisfaction was first introduced in IR
219researches in 1970s according to Su et al. [22]. A recent defini-
220tion by Kelly et al. states that “satisfaction can be understood
221as the fulfillment of a specified desire or goal” [2]. Various
222models involving user behaviors [23] and SERP layouts [24]
223have been set up to quantify user satisfaction in recent years.
224However, search satisfaction itself is a subjective construct
225and is difficult to measure. Some existing studies tried to col-
226lect users’ explicit feedback as the ground truth of satisfaction.
227For example, Guo et al.’s work [4] on predicting Web search
228success and Feild et al.’s work [3] on predicting searcher frus-
229tration were both based on searchers’ self-reported judge-
230ments. Differently, other researchers employed external
231assessors to restore the users’ search experience and make
232annotations according to their own experience. For example,
233Guo et al.’s work [25] on predicting query performance and
234Huffman et al.’s work [26] on predicting result relevance
235were based on this kind of annotations. Recent research [10]
236showed that annotations on result relevances from external
237assessors may not be a good estimator of users’ self-
238judgements. Recently, a benefit-cost framework was pro-
239posed [9] to analyze the satisfaction judgement process. In
240this framework, both the benefit factors (result utility) and the
241search effort users spend on examining SERPs and browsing
242landing pages are taken into consideration. In this work, we
243study the subjectivity in satisfaction perception across differ-
244ent users. We try to investigate the effect of user variability on
245satisfaction prediction.

2462.2 Mouse Interaction Features
247A number of different interaction behaviors have been
248adopted in the prediction of search performance over the
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249 past years, including both coarse-grained features (e.g.,
250 SERP components, click-through based features in [25]) and
251 fine-grained ones (e.g., cursor position, mouse hover and
252 scrolling speed in [4]). The benefit-cost framework was also
253 used to predict users’ graded search satisfaction [5], [9].
254 Mouse movement information like scroll and hover have
255 proven to be valuable signals in inferring user behavior and
256 preferences [11], [14], [16], [27], [28], [29], user attention [30],
257 [31], [32], search intent [33], search examination [12] and
258 predicting result relevance [7], [34]. More recently, viewport
259 informational is also adopted to analyze user behavior pat-
260 terns [35], [36]. However, none of these studies tried to
261 extract mouse movement patterns and adopt them to pre-
262 dict search satisfaction.
263 With the advancement of technology, more detailed and
264 scalable mouse information can be collected. Arapakis et al.
265 extractedmouse gestures to measure within-content engage-
266 ment [37]. Navalpakkam et al. [38] used mouse tracking to
267 predict user experience on the web. Lagun et al. [17] intro-
268 duced the concept of frequent cursor subsequences (namely
269 motifs) in the estimation of result relevance. Different from
270 their work, we focus on how to extract and select effective
271 mouse movement patterns from SERPs to help predict satis-
272 faction at a search task level instead of result level in both a
273 homogeneous and heterogeneous search environment. We
274 also propose different motif selection strategies to improve
275 the prediction performance.

276 2.3 Federated Search Study
277 As more and more heterogeneous search results are aggre-
278 gated into search result pages to promote users’ search
279 experiences, there are a number of existing works focused
280 on this kind of federated search, among which most works
281 focused on predicting whether a vertical result is relevant to
282 a query (vertical selection). Diaz et al. [39] first carried out a
283 system to collect news dynamically and aggregated them
284 into web search results. Arguello et al. [40], [41] demon-
285 strated the effectiveness of query logs when selecting rele-
286 vant verticals. Zhou et al. [21] further presented an
287 approach that considers both reward and risk within the
288 task of vertical selection.
289 Because the display form of a vertical result may be
290 different from that of a non-vertical result, users examina-
291 tion behavior may change when SERPs become more

292heterogeneous. Some existing studies tried to analyze users
293new behavior patterns on heterogeneous SERPs. Wang et al.
294[20] found that different verticals may create examination
295biases on users search behavior. They suggested that images
296and videos will attract a users attention more than other
297search results. Liu et al. [19] showed three behavior effect in
298federated search, namely, the vertical attraction effect, the
299examination cut-off effect and the examination spill-over
300effect. Chen et al. [18] further studied the effect of vertical
301results with different presentation styles, positions and
302qualities on user satisfaction. Navalpakkam et al. [31] also
303showed that a knowledge graph will influence a users atten-
304tion distribution on SERPs.
305Traditional search result evaluation metrics may also
306become inappropriate when dealing with federated search
307pages. Various diversity aware IR metrics have been pro-
308posed [42], [43], [44], which may be adjusted to evaluate het-
309erogeneous result pages. Zhou et al. [45] introduced the
310concept of vertical orientation and instantiated a suite of
311metrics for evaluating aggregated search pages. Markov
312et al. [46] further proposed two vertical-aware metrics based
313on user click models for federated search.
314Inspired by these existing works on the differences
315between vertical results and non-vertical results, we incor-
316porate vertical results with different presentation styles into
317SERPs. We predict satisfaction on such pages and try to
318demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed prediction
319framework in both homogeneous and heterogeneous search
320environment.

3213 DATA COLLECTION

3223.1 Experiment Procedure
323To collect user behavior data during search process and cor-
324responding satisfaction annotation data, we implemented a
325lab-based search engine system as shown in Fig. 2. During
326the experimental procedure, satisfaction feedback as well as
327a variety of mouse movement information, including mouse
328coordinates, clicks, hovers and scrolls are logged by injected
329Javascript on SERPs.
330As shown in Fig. 2, the process of this study is as follows.
331First, we prepared a set of search tasks and their corre-
332sponding queries (one query for each task). To make sure
333that the same SERP for a certain task is shown to all the par-
334ticipants in the experiment, we crawled and stored in
335advance the corresponding SERPs of all search tasks. The
336results are shown on the same screen whose resolution is
3371920*1080 for all participants.
338Each participant was asked to perform two “warm-up”
339practice tasks to be familiar with the study flow, followed
340by the 30 tasks that we used in our analysis. Before each
341task, the participant was shown the search query and corre-
342sponding explanations to avoid ambiguity. After that, he/
343she would be guided to a pre-designed search result page
344where the query is not allowed to change. The participants
345were asked to examine the results provided by our system
346and end the search session either if the search goal was com-
347pleted or he/she was disappointed with the results. Each
348time they end a search session, they were required to label a
3495-point satisfaction score to the session where 5 means the
350most satisfactory and 1 means the least. As mentioned

Fig. 2. Data collection procedure.
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351 before, the judgment criteria of satisfaction is defined as
352 “the fulfillment of the search goal”. Then they would be
353 guided to continue to the next search task.
354 During the search process of each task, the users’ mouse
355 movements/click-through behaviors were logged by the
356 injected JavaScript code on SERPs.We implemented our own
357 version of mouse movement recorder but researchers may
358 also rely on open source solutions such as EMU toolbar for
359 the Firefox browser [33]. We tried our best to simulate a prac-
360 ticalWeb search environment for our participants. Theywere
361 allowed to click any result link on the SERP andvisit the land-
362 ing pagewithout time limits during the search process.

363 3.2 Search Tasks and SERP Generation
364 We generated two sets of search tasks to collect search satis-
365 faction feedback in both a homogeneous and heterogeneous
366 search environment, namely the organic search tasks and ver-
367 tical search tasks.

368 3.2.1 Search Tasks in Heterogeneous Search

369 For the organic search tasks, we first selected 30 search tasks
370 from NTCIR IMine task [47], among which there are 10 navi-
371 gational tasks and 20 informational ones. All these queries
372 were collected from a commercial search engine and were
373 neither long-tailed nor popular ones to avoid unnecessary
374 biases. Different from the IMine task, we also provided
375 detailed task explanations to the participants to avoid any
376 possible ambiguity. An example set of the search queries are
377 shown in Table 1. The search results were collected from a
378 popular commercial search engine and only top 10 organic
379 results were retained. We excluded the vertical results and
380 advertisements to studyuser satisfaction in the homogeneous
381 search environment. We fixed the query and results for the
382 consistency of result sets across users. Such task design is
383 similar with previous researches onweb user study [31].
384 Considering the fact that users may have different crite-
385 ria or even be distracted during the satisfaction annotation
386 process, we manipulate the SERPs to study the variability
387 across different users. We invite three professional assessors
388 from a commercial search engine to label the relevance
389 scores for all query-result pairs. The KAPPA coefficient of
390 the their annotation is 0.70, which can be characterized as a
391 substantial agreement according to Cohen [48]. Two differ-
392 ent types of SERPS are designed for each query based on

393the relevance annotations. For each query, the results on
394two SERPs are the same but in different ranking orders. On
395the first page, the results were ranked in the order of rele-
396vance and on the second one they were ranked in the
397reverse order of relevance. We call these two pages
398ordered-page and reversed-page, which should entail dif-
399ferent levels of satisfaction. The pages are used to verify the
400subjectivity of user satisfaction and to study the effect of
401user variability on satisfaction prediction.
402For the data collection process, we had 60 (30 queries * 2
403different SERPs) SERP conditions in total. Each participant
404needs to complete 30 tasks with our search engine system,
405which contain 15 SERPs from each kind of conditions
406(ordered-pags and reversed-page). We adopted a Graeco-
407Latin square design and randomized sequence order to
408ensure that each task condition had the same opportunity to
409be shown to users. It is reasonable to believe that searchers
410tend to be more satisfied with ordered-pages and less satis-
411fied with reversed-pages. Therefore, we can study the sub-
412jectivity in users’ satisfaction judgement based on their
413satisfaction annotation on these manipulated SERPs.

4143.2.2 Search Tasks in Heterogeneous Search

415For the vertical search tasks, we adopt SERPs which are exactly
416the same as those in real-life scenario. We sampled a large
417number of search queries based on the search logs from a
418major commercial search engine and use such queries to orga-
419nize our search tasks. Considering that the results crawled
420from the search engine are generally good and users will tend
421to be satisfied in most cases. We sampled some “difficult”
422search tasks manually in order to generate enough negative
423examples for a comparatively balanced dataset. Some exam-
424ples of the search queries are shown in Table 1. Top 10 results
425from the commercial search engine are retained for each
426search task and there are 7.4 vertical results on each SERP in
427average. Each participant is required to finish all these 30
428tasks and the sequence order of the tasks are randomized.

4293.3 Participants
430We recruited 40 and 30 participants for the data collection in
431organic search tasks and vertical search tasks, respectively.
432All participants are first-year undergraduate students and
433have a variety of self-reported search engine utilization
434experiences. Their majors vary from biology, life science,

TABLE 1
Examples of Search Queries in Different Search Tasks

Task Type ID Query Task Description

Organic Search

1 what is a sound card find a brief introduction about sound card
2 “A Little Thing Called Love” find a online movie resource of ”A Little Thing Called Love”
3 Meizu official website find the official website of Meizu
4 Stramaccioni find a biographical sketch of Stramaccioni
5 Beijing International Conference

Center
find a brief introduction of Beijing International Conference
Center

Vertical Search

1 interview of Lee Sedol find the interview of Lee Sedol after his match against AlphaGo
2 Arrow find online watch resources of Arrow Season 4
3 vehicle mounted refrigerator find the brand ranking of vehicle mounted refrigerator
4 price of the laser freckle find the price of the laser freckle
5 prophat find the equipment list of Dota hero “prophat”

CHEN ET AL.: USER SATISFACTION PREDICTION WITH MOUSE MOVEMENT INFORMATION IN HETEROGENEOUS SEARCH... 5
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435 arts, economics to social science. We didn’t invite computer
436 science or electrical engineering students because they may
437 be too familiar with the use of search engines and cannot
438 represent ordinary search engine users. Each participant
439 was paid 10 US dollars for completing the 30 search tasks.

440 3.4 Satisfaction Distribution
441 With the data collected in the experiment process, we show
442 the distribution of satisfaction scores from users in both
443 homogeneous and heterogeneous search environment in
444 Fig. 3. From this figure we can see that users tend to give a
445 high satisfaction score for the search tasks in both homoge-
446 neous and heterogeneous search environment, which shows
447 that the commercial search engine generally provides promis-
448 ing results for these non-long-tailed queries. The percentage
449 of sessions labelled 5 in heterogeneous search (50.4 percent)
450 is higher than that in homogeneous search (37.9 percent),
451 which may indicates that vertical results can help improve
452 SERP quality.
453 We use the two kinds of pre-defined SERPs (ordered-page
454 and reversed-page) in organic search tasks to verify the sub-
455 jectivity of satisfaction annotations from users. The distribu-
456 tion of the satisfaction scores on the manipulated SERPs are
457 shown in Fig. 4. Results show that users tend to feel more sat-
458 isfied with ordered-pages and less satisfied with reversed-
459 pages, which is in line with our expectations. It indicates that
460 users’ satisfaction scores will be affected by the relevance of
461 search results but the impact is not as large as we have imag-
462 ined. More detailed study on the effect of user variability on
463 satisfaction prediction will be shown in Section 5.4.

464 4 MOTIF EXTRACTION AND SELECTION

465 The motif-based satisfaction prediction framework can be
466 described as Algorithm 1. We first extract large amount of
467 motif candidates from the training set and then adopt spe-
468 cific selection strategies to pick out the ones with high qual-
469 ity. Then we train a satisfaction classifier with the selected
470 motifs and the training dataset. For a new testing data with-
471 out satisfaction annotation, we only need calculate features
472 based on the selected motifs and mouse movement informa-
473 tion in the testing data and input them into the classifier, the

474output will be the prediction result of satisfaction. The algo-
475rithm shows that, once the motifs are selected, we only need
476to calculate some features for a new coming data, which
477makes our method a fast and scalable way for satisfaction
478prediction.

479Algorithm 1.Motif-Based Satisfaction Prediction

480Input:
481training user sessions. TrainD
482TrainD’s satisfaction annotation. TrainSAT
483testing user sessions. TestD
484Output:
485TestD’s satisfaction annotation. TestSAT
4861: Generate motif candidatesMC from TrainD
4872: Pick out motifsM of high quality fromMC for
488prediction with specified selection strategy
4893: Generate feature sets TrainF based on TrainD andM
4904: Train a classifier C with TrainF and TrainSAT
4915: Generate feature sets TestF based on Test andM
4926: Predict TestSAT with C and TestF

493In this section, we first give a brief introduction of the
494motif extraction method, which is similar with the method
495in [17]. In Section 4.2, we make a detailed description of the
496novel motif selection strategies and we show some exam-
497ples of the predictive motifs in Section 4.3.

4984.1 Motif Candidate Extraction
499The concept of motif is first introduced by Lagun et al. [17]
500and defined as frequent subsequences in mouse cursor
501movement data. They proposed to automatically extract
502motifs from web search examination data and used it for
503document relevance prediction and search result ranking.
504Although the method can be adopted to all kinds of Web
505pages, they focused on extracting motifs from landing pages
506so that users’ implicit preference feedback could be inferred.
507Different from their work, we try to extract motifs from
508mouse cursor movement logs on SERPs because we believe
509that whether users are satisfied can be predicted by their
510interaction behaviors on SERPs. We first introduce the defi-
511nition of motif in our work and explain the extraction pro-
512cess from cursor movement data to motifs.

Fig. 3. Distribution of user satisfaction in homogeneous/heterogeneous
search.

Fig. 4. Distribution of satisfaction scores on manipulated SERPs.
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513 Definition. A motif is a frequently-appeared sequence of mouse
514 positions, which can be represented by T ¼ fðxi; yiÞgNi¼1, where
515 ðxi; yiÞ is the coordinates of the cursor at time ti.

516 To extract motifs from cursor data, we first use a sliding
517 window to perform data pre-processing and generate candi-
518 dates from raw data, which means we shift a given length of
519 window in the mouse log and every shift will generate a
520 motif candidate. In the generation of motifs, we also use
521 Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm [49] for distance
522 measurement as in [17]. DTW algorithm calculates the
523 smallest possible distance between two time series by align-
524 ing one time series with another [50]. Different from Lagun
525 et al.’s work, we try both euclidean and Manhattan distan-
526 ces in calculation. euclidean distance which is not selected
527 by [17] is also used in our method because we believe that
528 motif extraction on SERPs and ordinary Web pages are dif-
529 ferent. The size and number of components on SERPs are
530 generally fixed and the direct distances between points are
531 mostly comparable across different search sessions.
532 During the process of clustering similar motifs, we
533 adopted a similar early abandonment and lower bounding
534 strategy as in [17] and a number of time series mining stud-
535 ies such as [51]. The difference is that we just remove the
536 candidate motifs which have overlapping subsequences
537 instead of using a range parameter R to distinguish good
538 motifs from candidates. By this means, we are able to get
539 more candidate motifs and adopt specific strategies to select
540 out motifs with high quality for satisfaction predicting.

541 4.2 Motif Selection Strategies
542 A major difference between our motif extraction method
543 and the one in [17] is that we use a number of selection strat-
544 egies to find the most predictive motifs from candidates.
545 Different from the frequency-based strategy in [17] which
546 selects motifs with the most appearances in training set, we
547 make use of the data distribution information to locate the
548 motifs which can separate SAT sessions from DSAT ones.
549 We believe that frequently-appeared motifs may not always
550 be predictive ones because they may appear in both SAT
551 and DSAT sessions. Therefore, a better selection strategy
552 should use both frequency information and the differences
553 between different kinds of sessions.
554 We first define SAT DATA=DSAT DATA as the search
555 sessions which are labelled as satisfactory/unsatisfactory
556 ones annotated by users/assessors. M SAT and M DSAT
557 are then defined as the sets of motifs extracted from
558 SAT DATA and DSAT DATA. When we select proper
559 motifs with high predictive power from M SAT and
560 M DSAT , they could be adopted to generate features for each
561 search session. If we get a series of predictive motifs
562 C1; C2; . . . ; CN , we can obtainN distance features for a certain
563 search session S: DistðC1; SÞ;DistðC2; SÞ . . . DistðCN; SÞ;
564 which will then be used as the N features in the prediction
565 method.
566 One should note that although the motif selection strate-
567 gies adopted in our method is different from that in [17], the
568 efficiency of online satisfaction prediction process is similar
569 with the existing method if the same number (N) of motifs
570 are selected. This is because in the prediction process, both
571 methods require the calculation of similarity between

572predictive motifs and motifs from search sessions. The com-
573putation complexity is therefore mostly unchanged if both
574adopt the same number of motifs.

5754.2.1 Distance-Based Selection

576This strategy is based on a Difference Hypothesis: predictive
577motifs in M SAT should be quite different from the ones in
578M DSAT and vice versa. This hypothesis probably holds
579because it is reasonable to assume that users have different
580mouse movement patterns when they are satisfied / unsat-
581isfied with the search results. The examples in Fig. 1 also
582agrees with this assumption.
583To select the motifs that are significantly different, we use
584the average distance between motifs in different sets to mea-
585sure the difference. For example, for a motif candidate
586C SATi in M_SAT, we have

SdistðC SATiÞ ¼
P

Cj2M DSAT DTWðC SATi; CjÞ
jM DSAT j

: (1)

588588

589DTWðC SATi; CjÞ represents the DTW distance of two can-
590didate motifs, C SATi and Cj. Intuitively, this equation rep-
591resents the average DTW distance between C SATi and all
592motifs in M DSAT . Similarly, for motifs in M DSAT , we
593have

SdistðC DSATiÞ ¼
P

Cj2M SAT DTWðC DSATi; CjÞ
jM SAT j : (2)

595595

596With Equations (1) and (2), we can select motifs with large
597difference from the motifs in the other kind of sessions,
598which have large chances to be predictive ones.

5994.2.2 Distribution-Based Selection

600This strategy is based on a Covering Hypothesis: predictive
601motifs in M SAT/M DSAT should cover sufficient ses-
602sions in SAT DATA/DSAT DATA. We introduce this
603hypothesis because when a certain motif can only cover a
604small number of sessions, it is not reasonable to select it
605even if it is quite different from the motifs in the other set.
606We want to focus on the general behavior patterns in satis-
607fied / unsatisfied sessions. Therefore, it is necessary to use
608the distribution information to filter possible noises and
609retain the ones with large coverage.
610We define the distance of a motif C and a session S first
611to determine whether a motif covers a specific session

DistðC; SÞ ¼ minfDTWðCi; CÞjCi 2 Sg: (3)
613613

614As shown in (3), we use a sliding window to capture several
615motif candidates (Ci) from session S and calculate the dis-
616tance between C and these motifs. The smallest distance is
617defined as the distance between C and S. We then define
618the coverage rate of a motif C on a datasetD

CRðC;DÞ ¼

DistðC;SiÞ
1
jDj
P

Sj2D
DistðC;SjÞ

< rjSi 2 D

( )!!!!!

!!!!!
jDj

: (4)

620620

621In (4), r is the parameter to ensure we can select enough
622motifs, which we set as 1

30 in our experiment. Intuitively, if
623the distance between a motif candidate C and a seesion Si

CHEN ET AL.: USER SATISFACTION PREDICTION WITH MOUSE MOVEMENT INFORMATION IN HETEROGENEOUS SEARCH... 7
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624 divided by the average distance between C and all sessions
625 in dataset D is smaller than the threshold r, we consider the
626 motif candidate C covers session Si. With the concept of
627 coverage rate, we can define the score for each motif based
628 on distribution difference as follows:

SdistriðC SATiÞ ¼
CRðC SATi; SAT DATAÞ
CRðC SATi;DSAT DATAÞ

(5)630630

631

SdistriðC DSATiÞ ¼
CRðC DSATi;DSAT DATAÞ
CRðC DSATi; SAT DATAÞ

: (6)

633633

634 As shown in Equations (5) and (6), if a motif from
635 M SAT/M DSAT has a large coverage rate on
636 SAT DATA/DSAT DATA and a small coverage rate on
637 DSAT DATA/SAT DATA, it will get a higher score and is
638 considered to be predictive. We select motifs with high
639 scores since they tend to have a large distribution difference.

640 4.3 Example of Predictive Motifs
641 The proposed distance-based and distribution-based strate-
642 gies can help discover predictive motifs from mouse move-
643 ment data and a few examples are shown in Fig. 5. Figs. 5a,
644 5b, and 5c show 3 of the 10 most predictive motifs extracted
645 from SAT DATA while Figs. 5d, 5e, and 5f show 3 of the 10
646 most predictive motifs extracted from DSAT DATA. We
647 tried to extract motifs from the datasets collected in both a
648 homogeneous search and heterogeneous search. Although
649 vertical results are quite different from organic results in
650 presentation styles, the extracted motifs from different
651 search environments appear to be similar in general. It
652 seems that in both aggregated and non-aggregated search,
653 predictive motifs have similar characteristics as shown in
654 Fig. 5. The motifs are selected based on distribution-based
655 strategy while distance-based strategy produce similar
656 results according to our experiments. The movement

657directions are annotated by arrows and the coordinate axis
658is in pixels.
659We can see that the motif in Fig. 5a shows a process that
660user examines the top results carefully and then take a quick
661look at the lower-ranked results and Fig. 1a can be regarded
662a practical example. Fig. 5b probably shows the process of
663re-visiting a previous checked result while Fig. 5c mainly
664indicates the behavior of using the mouse as a reading aid or
665the action of moving mouse to click. In contrast, the three
666motifs show in Figs. 5d, 5e, and 5f are similar and all reflect
667the process of moving themouse from bottom to the top after
668carefully examining a result at a lower position. This is rea-
669sonable sincewe can infer that a searchermay not be satisfied
670if he has to re-examine a number of results after examining a
671lower-ranked one. These motifs extracted automatically
672from mouse data will play an important role in satisfaction
673predicting. The distance calculated based on Equation (3)
674will be the features of the classification learning algorithm,
675as will be discussed in the next section.

6765 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6775.1 Experiment Setups
678In this section, we demonstrate the value of our method by
679predicting users’ satisfaction annotations in both homoge-
680neous and heterogeneous search environment. After the
681motif extraction and selection process described in Section 4,
682the motifs from the data sets collected in Section 3 are
683adopted to generate features in the prediction process.
684We compare the performance of the proposed model in
685predicting user satisfaction scores in both homogeneous
686and heterogeneous search environment. We compare the
687effectiveness of different parameter settings and motif selec-
688tion strategies based on data collected with homogeneous
689search tasks in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. With the ordered-pages
690and reversed-pages designed in homogeneous search, we

Fig. 5. Predictive motifs discovered from SAT DATA (a-c) andDSAT DATA (d-f).
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691 study the effect of user variability in Section 5.4. With two
692 state-of-the-art methods, we demonstrate the predictive
693 power of motifs in both homogeneous and heterogeneous
694 search for unseen users/queries in Sections 5.5 and 5.6.
695 For satisfaction prediction, we exclude sessions with a
696 satisfaction score of 3 because we consider users do not
697 have a satisfaction preference in such sessions. We con-
698 sider sessions with a score of 4 or 5 are regarded as SAT
699 cases and those with a score of 1 or 2 as DSAT ones. Based
700 on our dataset, there are 807 SAT sessions and 167 DSAT
701 sessions in homogeneous search, 589 SAT sessions and 132
702 DSAT sessions in heterogeneous search, which is imbal-
703 anced. We use all the DSAT sessions and downsample the
704 SAT ones to make the satisfaction prediction a balanced
705 learning task (The training sets are balanced while the test-
706 ing sets still remain imbalanced). The learning algorithm in
707 the prediction process is logistic regression,1 which is
708 widely used in prediction tasks [4]. We use Area Under
709 roc Curve (AUC) to be the evaluation metric because it is
710 less sensitive to the ratio of positive and negative daata
711 samples and is more reliable in imbalanced learning [52].
712 All results reported in the following sections are the aver-
713 age AUC of five-fold cross validation (The motifs are
714 recomputed for each training and testing set).

715 5.2 Comparison of Parameter Settings
716 There are two parameters in the motif extracting algorithm
717 we discussed in Section 4.1, namely the length of sliding
718 window and the distance measurement method for two
719 basic points. Fig. 6 shows the prediction results with differ-
720 ent sliding windows and distance measurement methods.
721 The motif selection method used in Fig. 6 is the frequency-
722 based method, which is the one used in [17]. We compare
723 the effectiveness of three different length of sliding win-
724 dows (3s, 5s and 7s) and two distance measurement meth-
725 ods (Manhattan(Man) and euclidean(Euc)) in Fig. 6.
726 From the figure we can see that all models perform better
727 when the number of used motifs increases. With the same
728 distance measurement method, the model’s prediction per-
729 formance does not differ much with the three tested length

730(3s, 5s and 7s) of sliding windows. A model with euclidean
731distance can achieve comparatively better predicting results
732with fewer motifs, which is quite important because the cal-
733culation of motifs is quite time-consuming. It will be of great
734value if we can predict satisfaction with comparatively fewer
735motifs in both academic and industrial applications. A slid-
736ing window of 7s is slightly better than others at the early
737stage. As a results, we set the length of sliding window to be
7387s and use euclidean distancemeasure in the next sections.

7395.3 Comparison of Motif Selection Strategies
740To compare the different strategies for motif selection, we
741use the method used in [17] as a baseline, which selects
742motifs based on frequency in training set. Experimental
743results with different motif selection strategies described in
744Section 4.2 are shown in Fig. 7.
745Results in Fig. 7 show that the proposed distance and
746distribution-based motif selection strategy outperform
747the baseline frequency-based strategy. Moreover, the
748distribution-based method can achieve a good perfor-
749mance with quite a small number of motifs. We consider
750the distribution-based method the best one because we
751want to predict satisfaction with a small number of motifs
752so that the motif extraction process can be efficient. There-
753fore, we adopt the distribution-based selection strategy in
754the prediction models in the next sections.
755We also try the lasso-based feature extraction method to
756further demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed motif
757selection strategy. The results are shown Fig. 8. Different
758penalty coefficients (from C=0.001 to C=100) of lasso regres-
759sion are adopted and we can observe that lasso-based
760method does outperform the frequency-based selection
761strategy. However, the distribution-based method still out-
762performs the lasso regression with all tested penalty coeffi-
763cients, which further demonstrates the effectiveness of our
764proposed method.
765We note that the AUC performance on users’ satisfaction
766annotations is only around 0.65, which may be because that
767users’ self-annotations may be quite subjective and are diffi-
768cult to be predicted. Such findings further validate the
769necessity of investigating the subjectivity of users’ satisfac-
770tion perception.

Fig. 6. AUC of satisfaction prediction with different parameter settings. Fig. 7. AUC of satisfaction prediction with different motif selection
strategies.

1. The LR model used in this paper is the one implemented in scikit-
learn (http://scikit-learn.org) with all default parameter settings.
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771 5.4 User Variability Study
772 Considering the fact that different users may have different
773 opinions in satisfaction judgement, satisfaction annotations
774 collected from users may be subjective. To study the effect of
775 user variability on satisfaction prediction, we test the perfor-
776 mance model on the following three different datasets based
777 on the themanipulated SERPs described in Section 3.2:
778 The Original Dataset. All search sessions with satisfaction
779 scores of 1, 2, 4 or 5 collected in homogeneous search are
780 included in this dataset.
781 The Controlled Dataset. As described in Section 3.2, we use
782 the manipulated SERPs and assume users should perceive
783 different levels of satisfaction on different SERPs. For each
784 participant, we define x1 to represent the number of ordered-
785 pages which he/she gave a satisfaction score of 1 and y1 to
786 represent the number of reversed-pages which he gave a sat-
787 isfaction score of 1. Similarly, we get xi; yiði ¼ 2; 3; 4; 5Þ. With
788 these variables, we can define a combination of xi; yi to mea-
789 sure user variability quantitatively

SðparticipantÞ ¼ fðx1; x2 . . .x5; y1; y2 . . . y5Þ: (7)
791791

792 In general, we assume that users should to be more satisfied
793 with ordered-pages and less satisfied with reversed-pages.
794 Based on this assumption, we define a score for users as
795 following:

SðparticipantÞ ¼ x5 þ y1 þ y2 & x1 & x2 & y5: (8)
797797

798 With the definitions of xi and yi, we can see that larger x5, y1
799 and y2 indicate that the user labelled more ordered-pages
800 with high satisfaction scores and more reversed-pages with
801 low satisfaction scores. Meanwhile, larger y5, x1 and x2 indi-
802 cate that the user labelledmore reversed-pages with high sat-
803 isfaction scores and more ordered-pages with low
804 satisfaction scores. Therefore, it is reasonable to think that the
805 higher the defined score is, the more the users’ satisfaction
806 judgment criteria is consistent with our assumption. We do
807 not include x3=y3 because users do not have clear satisfaction
808 preference in such search sessions. Meanwhile, we do not
809 include x4=y4 because x5=y5 can denote the number of the
810 most SAT sessions and is already larger than x1 þ x2=y1 þ y2
811 (see Fig. 3). The combined score will be mostly determined
812 by the number of SAT sessions if x4=y4 are also included. The

813distribution of the reliability scores of the 40 participants are
814shown in Fig. 9. We can see that the score varies across users
815and the range is from -10 to 15, which demonstrates the vari-
816ability in users’ satisfaction judgement. To investigate the
817effect of user various, we exclude the search sessions col-
818lected from some users to reduce user variability. We remove
819the sessions collected from users with the five lowest scores
820(which are below -2) and the remaining 827 search sessions
821are regarded as the reliable dataset.
822The Manipulated Dataset. We define the sessions collected
823with ordered-pages as SAT cases and those collected with
824reversed-pages as DSAT ones. It should be noticed that this
825dataset has nothing to do with users’ original satisfaction
826feedback. The only information we use is the mouse move-
827ment information collected during users’ search process.
828Performance of our predict model on these three datasets
829are shown in Fig. 9. We can see that the proposed model
830gain comparatively better results on the controlled dataset
831and manipulated dataset. The model performance is the
832best on the controlled dataset, which is probably because
833user variability is reduced. Such results indicate that users’
834annotations on search satisfaction are rather subjective and
835we can improve prediction performance to some extent if
836user variability is reduced.

Fig. 8. AUC of satisfaction prediction with Lasso regression. Fig. 9. Distribution of user variability scores.

Q2Fig. 10. AUC of satisfaction prediction on datasets with different user
variability.
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838 According to Section 4, the motif selection strategy relies on
839 data distributions on training sets to locate the most predic-
840 tive motifs. Therefore, it is important to investigate the gen-
841 eralization power of the proposed prediction model across
842 different users and queries. According to previous studies
843 on predicting examination sequence with mouse movement
844 information [53], different users may have rather different
845 mouse movement patterns and this may lead to poor gener-
846 alization power of proposed prediction models.
847 To verify the prediction performance of the proposed
848 models while dealing with new users and queries, we adopt
849 three different training strategies. Random sampling: the seg-
850 mentation of training and testing data in cross validation is
851 completely random. Sampling by user: in the segmentation of
852 training and testing data in cross validation, sessions from a
853 same user can only be grouped into either the training set or
854 the testing set. Sampling by query: in the segmentation of
855 training and testing data in cross validation, sessions for a
856 same query can only be grouped into either the training set
857 or the testing set. With the latter two strategies, we can
858 ensure that data from the same user/query cannot be
859 adopted for both training and testing.
860 We implement the satisfaction prediction method pro-
861 posed in [4] (with both coarse-grained features such as
862 number of clicks and fine-grained features such as scroll
863 speed) and adopted it as a baseline method. We choose this
864 method because it is also based on mouse behavior data
865 (although without motifs) and is one of the most closely
866 related studies. The predictive model in [9] is also used as a
867 baseline method because in this work the features are
868 extracted in a benefit-cost framework and can estimate
869 graded search satisfaction more accurately than most

870existing works in the homogeneous search environment.
871We combine the features calculated based on motifs (as
872shown in Equation (3)) and the features in baseline methods
873to make combined classification methods. Note that in our
874experiment, there is only one query in a search task. So any
875feature that is related with multi-queries is not included in
876the implementation. The baseline methods and our pro-
877posed method are both tested with the three different train-
878ing strategies and the prediction results are shown in
879Table 2. The numbers in parentheses show the improve-
880ment of the prediction method with combined features over
881the corresponding baseline method. We also conduct bivari-
882ate statistical test for the significance of the performance
883improvement according to [54].
884Results in Table 2 reveal a number of interesting findings:
8851) The prediction performance of the proposed method with
886motif features is effective with different training strategies.
887It means that the method can be adopted to deal with
888previously-unseen queries and users, which is important
889for practical Web search applications. 2) The motif-based
890method performs better and can achieve a significant
891improvement of around 5 percent over [4] and around
89220 percent over [9] in most cases, which may indicate that
893the proposed method makes use of more details in users’
894interaction process and can be used for improving state-of-
895the-art technologies.
896To get deep insight in the predictive power of selected
897motifs, features with the top ten logistic regression coeffi-
898cients are shown in Table 3. The selected models are those
899trained with random sampling, while the feature rankings
900are similar in other cases. The detailed feature descriptions
901can be found in [4] and [9]. Results in Table 3 show that
902while the traditional user behavior based features have the
903highest regression weight, the selected motifs are also com-
904paratively important.
905The results in this section show that the motif features
906can achieve a promising performance in predicting satisfac-
907tion in the homogeneous search environment and are
908extremely useful for the satisfaction prediction of previous-
909unseen users/queries.

9105.6 Prediction in Heterogeneous Search
911As mentioned in previous sections, the existence of vertical
912results will affect users’ search behaviors. Fig. 11 shows the
913heatmap of users’ mouse movement behavior on SERPs
914with verticals placed at different positions. The search task
915in the four subfigures of Fig. 11 are the same and the query
916is “pictures of wine cabinet”. We can see that users’ mouse

TABLE 2
AUC of Search Satisfaction Prediction across Different Users and Queries in Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Search

(* Indicates Statistical Significance at p < 0:05 Level, ** Indicates Statistical Significance at p < 0:01 Level)

Sampling strategy Guo et al. [4] Jiang et al. [9] motif motif + Guo et al. [4] motif + Jiang et al. [9]

Homogeneous Search
random sample 0.654 0.596 0.666 0.671 (+2.6%) 0.682 (+14.4%**)
sample by user 0.630 0.542 0.664 0.658 (+4.4%) 0.663 (+22.3%*)
sample by query 0.624 0.546 0.669 0.674 (+8.0%*) 0.673 (+23.3%**)

Heterogeneous Search
random sample 0.892 0.877 0.865 0.932 (+4.5%*) 0.930 (+6.0%**)
sample by user 0.890 0.877 0.856 0.936 (+5.2%**) 0.931 (+6.2%**)
sample by query 0.923 0.871 0.831 0.925 (+0.2%) 0.931 (+6.9%**)

TABLE 3
Feature Coefficients of LR Model for Satisfaction Prediction

motif + Guo et al. [4] motif + Jiang et al. [9]

rank feature coefficient feature coefficient

1 max_y_coordinate -0.844 exist_of_click (bool) 0.851
2 DSAT_ratio 0.702 min_clicked_rank 0.606
3 SAT_ratio 0.428 sesson_dwell_time -0.463
4 avg_scroll_speed 0.417 max_clicked_rank -0.418
5 session_dwell_time -0.413 # DSAT_click 0.407
6 max_scroll_speed 0.325 sum_click_dwell -0.307
7 avg_click_dwell 0.304 motif #1 0.295
8 motif #1 0.294 motif #2 0.280
9 motif #2 0.288 avg_click_dwell 0.257
10 motif #3 0.274 motif #3 -0.253

CHEN ET AL.: USER SATISFACTION PREDICTION WITH MOUSE MOVEMENT INFORMATION IN HETEROGENEOUS SEARCH... 11
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917 movements are attracted around the vertical results, which
918 indicates that movement patterns may be different in het-
919 erogeneous search environment and varifies the necessity of
920 investigating the effectiveness of motifs in heterogeneous
921 search.
922 Based on the vertical search tasks, we show the predic-
923 tion performance in heterogeneous search environment in
924 Table 2. The results reveal similar findings with those in
925 homogeneous search environment: The motif-based fea-
926 tures can help improve the performance of state-of-the-art
927 methods under all data sampling strategies. Most improve-
928 ments are significant based on the bivariate test. Such find-
929 ings verifies the effectiveness of the motif-based method in
930 heterogeneous search and demonstrate that the proposed
931 model will be effective in real-life settings (in which verti-
932 cals are usually included and predicting previous-unseen
933 users’ opinions is important).
934 We achieved prediction results at different levels in dif-
935 ferent search scenarios (around 0.7 in homogeneous search
936 and higher than 0.85 in heterogeneous search), which is
937 because the datasets used are based on different SERP set-
938 tings and generated by different participants. The tasks for
939 homogeneous search are sampled from NTCIR IMine,
940 which are composed of torso queries. Search behaviors as
941 well as satisfaction judgement may be quite different
942 across users. For the heterogeneous search tasks, we incor-
943 porated some difficult search tasks, which may make users
944 struggle. Therefore, we may get more sufficient informa-
945 tion to help predict satisfaction. Regardless of the variabil-
946 ity in these two datasets, the baselines we used are both
947 state-of-the-art and are reported to have good performance
948 in similar tasks. The performance may be affected by the
949 constructing and sampling of datasets, which makes the
950 absolute values not comparable to some extent. It is impor-
951 tant to note that the proposed motif-based method can
952 improve the performance of the baseline methods in dif-
953 ferent search scenario, which demonstrates the effective-
954 ness of our method.
955 It will be interesting if we try to extract motifs from spe-
956 cific areas of SERPs, e.g., the vertical result area, because
957 users’ mouse behavior will probably be affected by vertical
958 results. However, in this work we extract motifs from the
959 entire result page due to the limited size of dataset. This
960 interesting research topic can be left for future work.

9616 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

962Search satisfaction prediction is a non-trivial task in search
963performance research. The definition of satisfaction is sub-
964jective, which makes the consistency of feedback from users
965can’t be ensured. External assessors are employed to anno-
966tate the satisfaction scores but such annotations may be dif-
967ferent from those of users. In this work, we study the
968subjectivity in users’ satisfaction perception. We study the
969satisfaction judgment criteria across different users and
970demonstrate that we can improve the prediction perfor-
971mance by reducing user variability.
972We further propose a motif based learning framework
973to predict users’ search satisfaction annotations. We intro-
974duce specific methods for extracting high quality motifs
975directly from SERPs and demonstrate that our proposed
976distance-based and distribution-based strategies outper-
977forms existing solutions. The proposed method is shown
978to be more effective than state-of-the-art satisfaction pre-
979diction methods in predicting previously-unseen users’
980opinions, which makes it applicable for practical Web
981search environment. We also carry out a study with aggre-
982gated search result pages to investigate the effect of verti-
983cal results on user satisfaction. We demonstrate that the
984findings in the homogeneous search environment are also
985applicable in heterogeneous search and verify the effec-
986tiveness of our proposed motif-based method in the het-
987erogeneous search environment.
988However, there are some potential limitations besides all
989these contributions made in this paper. We removed the
990advertisements in our experiment setup and we only use
991torso queries to organise our search tasks. Meanwhile, we
992only collect data from undergraduate students for conve-
993nience. Such experiment setup will help to reduce potential
994distractions and make the collected data more consistent.
995However, such specific experimental settings may be very
996different from the real-life search environment and there-
997fore will cause potential biases. A large-scaled and real-life
998search enviornoment based study should be carried out in
999the future to verify the effectiveness of proposed method.
1000Meanwhile, the model we discussed in this paper adopts a
1001batch training approach, which may need to be further
1002revised to be more adaptable for industrial use. Other inter-
1003esting directions for future work include further improving

Fig. 11. Heatmap of user mouse movement behavior on SERPS with verticals inserted at different positions.
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1004 the efficiency of mining motifs and try to incorporate other
1005 effective features into satisfaction predicting models.
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